Ilula January 29th , 2018

Invitation to #giveback and realize "Farm for the Future" in Tanzania
We seek businesses, investors, organizations, individuals, schools and / or families who "want to give
something back" and seek a project where support is guaranteed reaching those who need it. The Ilula Orphan
Program (IOP) is already well underway and can show many results. Now, assistance is required for the
further development of communities around, through contributions to the realization of "Farm for the Future"
(FFF) in Tanzania.
IOP has had a fantastic development in recent years. One of the most important things they do is prioritize
knowledge building. This is the best help for self-help with the goal that the small community should be
sustainable.
Perhaps you know someone who would like to help build the "foundation" in the future to the great people
in this local environment.

Ilula Orphan Program as a Region Developer:
Ilula Orphan Program is a Christian outreach Non-Government Organization, working to support Most
Vulnerable Children in Tanzania. It was founded by Berit Skaare from Nittedal, Norway. She is 73 years old,
lives in the IOP Center and is chairperson. Ilula Orphan Program celebrates the 20th anniversary in 2018.
IOP provides Education, Homes and Life skills to Most Vulnerable Children, Youth and Women for the
purpose of making them become self-reliant and responsible citizens of Tanzania. Serves the disadvantaged
children in a poor rural areas where HIV/AIDS, Malaria and Tuberculosis took thousands of people’s lives.
Now the operation is expanded to include different children and adolescents divided into: 530 children in
local foster homes, "The Lord`s Hill" Secondary school for 120 students, "Kids Corner" kindergarten with
72 children, "Sollerud Kindergarten Tanzania" with 120 children is taught in English with Montessori
pedagogy, and now the last new "Sunflower" Montessori Primary school for 540 children, which started
operation in January 2018. These learning sites make IOP an outstanding community developer on the
knowledge side in Tanzania.
IOP developed and managed from 2015 a strategy and a modern management structure, with a vision of
"IOP: New Standard of Living for the Tanzanian Community". Implementation of "Farm for the Future" will
be a very important step towards this vision.

"Farm for the Future", an aid project for the future.
FFF shall be a commercially driven farm, so that those who work and operate the farm can both support
themselves and contribute to food production for the local community. It will also be an arena for learning
about comprehensive farming for young single mothers, local farmers and students. Children from their own
and external schools and kindergartens will also regularly stay on the farm to wake their interest in and
increase the knowledge of agriculture.
The plan is to produce milk from cow and goat, meat, for own and other animals and vegetables. Went to
own animals is less than 10% of production.
The farm is 651 acres and aims to address many of today's regional issues such as high unemployment,
poverty, malnutrition, low agricultural knowledge, low yield on crops, and social exclusion of young single
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mothers. The project will positively affect many of these factors. See also the attached presentation of the
project.
The number of permanent jobs on the farm in the base operation will be around 20 with the addition of 5
seasonal workers. It is proposed to process several of the products from the farm so that the number of jobs
will increase. People in the learning program will each year be 50 to 70 people.
The project's social return will be significant to groups such as: young single mothers, local farmers on the
farm, children at "Children's Farm", youth school classes, agricultural students from collaborative
universities, and as patterns.
We are now working purposefully to get in touch with other contributors who will be part of #giveback,
which, together with a larger contribution from a reputable actor in Norway, can make it possible to start
farming already in the coming season. Parallel to this, new buildings will be built until 2020.
The target is 4-5 MNOK and each contribution is welcome.
A significant contribution is anywhere from NOK 100,000, - to NOK 1.0 million over the 3 year period from
2018 to 2020.
Such commitment is based on interest in Africa, good development work, agriculture and the development
of a community away from poverty and misery.
We seek both those who alone or together with others will give a gift to the project, and those who want to
invest and expect a return on the money after 3-4 years.
I have experienced in my family how important a joint aid project may be.
For 5 years, we have supported the development of IOP with new hens house, partly funded new
kindergarten, given a bus to kindergarten, machine to make wall elements and in concrete, new kitchen, etc.
In total, these projects have led to 25 permanent jobs. In addition, we sponsor 7 of the orphaned girls at the
Center. In these years I have worked as a volunteer for the orphanage. They have now asked me on a
voluntary basis to be a project manager and chairman for realization Farm for the Future ".
Examples of content in a possible engagement may be:
• You, your children or grandchildren could take volunteering at the orphanage and later on the FFF for a
few weeks
• Good opportunity to learn and learn through engaging in IOP education
• Africa travel can be combined to keep up with good development work. The orphanages start soon the
construction of some attractive cabins at the Center, which one can access.
• The shares in "Farm for the Future" could be any child or grandchildren acquired ownership
Hope this may be of interest. Please contact us if something is unclear.
Looking forward to positive feedback.
With best regards
"Farm for the Future" Ltd (under foundation)
Osmund Ueland
41656001 osmund.ueland@lederfokus.no

See leaflets attached

